Identification of serum biomarkers in brain-injured adults: potential for predicting elevated intracranial pressure.
Brain injury biomarkers may have clinical utility in stratifying injury severity level, predicting adverse secondary events or outcomes, and monitoring the effectiveness of therapeutic interventions. As a biomarker source, serum offers several advantages over cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), including ease of accessibility and reduced risk to the patient. We screened pooled serum samples obtained from 11 severely injured traumatic brain injury (TBI) patients (Glasgow Coma Scale [GCS] <or= 8) and 11 age-, sex- and race-matched volunteers. Two time points-41.5 +/- 4.9 h and 66.3 +/- 6.6 h post-injury-were chosen for the initial screening analysis. Samples were immunodepleted for 12 highly abundant serum proteins, and then labeled with mass-balanced isobaric tags (iTRAQ), and analyzed by liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS). Identification and quantification of 2455 iTRAQ-labeled peptides that mapped to 160 proteins revealed 31 candidate biomarkers whose serum abundance was altered after injury. Changes in three candidate biomarkers (serum amyloid A, [SAA], c-reactive protein [CRP], retinol binding protein 4 [RBP4]) were verified using independent TBI and healthy volunteer serum samples. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis of CRP and SAA indicated they were robust indicators of injury even at very acute time points. Analysis of serum RBP4 levels at 24-36 h post-injury indicates it may predict subsequent increases in intracranial pressure (ICP) with a sensitivity of 86% and specificity of 88% at 11.6 mug/mL [n = 7, ICP < 20 mm Hg; n = 8, ICP > 25 mm Hg). Our results support the use of serum as a source for discovery of TBI biomarkers, and indicate that serum biomarkers may have utility for predicting secondary pathologies (e.g., elevated ICP) associated with TBI.